DOUBLE INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP

After a period of unbridled urban growth, the People’s Republic of China is beginning to consider new forms of growth in which the medium is the referential matrix. The objective of the Workshop to project the urban/landscape of diffused complexity is a space for experimentation in Mengwu, 35 km from the center of Beijing, where conventional and new urban functions are interrelated with undefined limits in the creation of a trans-urban landscape.

Proposals for a new city in which urban and industrial development is in harmony with the ecological matrix and the leisure and thematic spaces. Mengwu is an area where protected spaces of interest, of great potential for tourism and settlements of very low quality converge, creating a new city-rural, reinventing the garden city as ecological-landscape city for the XXI century.

1st - 11th September 2017 in Beijing, China
(second workshop scheduled for 1st - 11th December 2017 in Barcelona)

Tsinghua University (Beijing, Xina) + Texas University (Austin, EEUU) + Escola Tècnica Superior d’Arquitectura de Barcelona

Director: prof. Zhu Yufan, Tsinghua University / Coordinator: Yong Guo
Director: prof. Miquel Vidal, ETSAB / Coordinator: Marina Cervera

25 May | 7:30 pm | Sala de Graus ETSAB

15 ETSAB students currently enrolled at last years of:

The activity will be held in English.
Travel expenses and accommodation should be covered by the student.
Students must attend a couple of introductory sessions to get an approach to China’s context, organize the trip and do some preparatory online work.

elective credits: 2 ECTS/each workshop

deadline 11 June 2017
send email to: relint.etsab@upc.edu
with subject: taller TSINGHUA_name surname
with your name / DNI / email / phone / current studies / level
attach: short portfolio which defines the student profile + motivation letter + curriculum vitae